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Southworth Dura-Dock lifts, model DL5-59M and DL6-59M, are the most durable dock lifts on the market because 
they have galvanized legs and bases. This coupled with a no nonsense rugged and dependable design that is time 
proven by over 50 years of designing and manufacturing dock lifts.   The Dura-Dock’s wide stance base and legs 
provide outstanding stability under the toughest dock loading conditions.  The heavy tubular cross members between 
the legs minimize deflection and provide level handling of unstable loads. Roll retainers prevent the platform from tipping 
up when loads pass over the ends. 

 
 Galvanized legs and baseframe >>>> Reduces the possibility of corrosion of these key structural components 
  Ensures long, trouble-free service life with minimal maintenance. 
 
 Biodegradable oil >>>> Environmentally friendly – will not create a hazard if spilled  
 
 2 years parts and labor warranty >>>> The strongest warranty in the industry - backed by the best reputation 
 
 10 year structural warranty >>>> A no nonsense warranty for equipment that is designed and built right    
     
 Low pressure hydraulic system >>>>  Reduces the possibility of system leakage, promotes long seal life and  
  increases pump life 
 
 Fully adjustable down speed >>>>  “Dial in” the down speed needed for the application and change it easily  
  with the seasonal changes (competitors don’t offer it) 
 
 Lift cylinder vented to reservoir >>>>  Eliminates the oily mess under lift and no house-keeping problems      
    
 Roll retainers >>>> Captures the legs to the platform and baseframe to prevent “tip-up” under  
  heavy dynamic end loads (competitors don’t offer it) 
 
 Lifting eyes >>>> Helps make the installation faster, safer and easier 
  (competitors don’t offer it) 
 
 Excess flow protector >>>> For an added measure of safety 
 
 Hinged, split throw-over bridge >>>> The standard split feature that reduces the weight the operator must lift 

 
 Lifting chains on bridge >>>> Helps the worker do his job “Faster, Safer, and Easier” 
 
 Diamond tread deck >>>> Promotes excellent traction for moving material on and off the platform  
 
 Extra wide base and plate rollers >>>>  For increased stability throughout the travel range 
 
 24 volt operating controls >>>> For an added measure of safety  
 
 10,000 lbs. rollover capacity >>>> Heavily reinforced deck plate that will not “dish out” under the heavy loads 
 
 Pins, rollers and bushings >>>>  All bushings are lubricated for life  
 
 Full profiled scissors legs >>>>  Maximum thickness where it is needed - at the main axle pin  
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